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PROPOSED PAPER FOR THE 1978

ASSOCIATION OF SCIENTISTS AND EN(~INEERS SYMPOSIDSI

Classification Lists

A Useful Way to Organize Ship Design Data

Abstract

his paper introduces a methoa of organizing ship design data that
is significantl y di fferent from existi ng approaches. This new metPiou ot
data organization illows data classification systems to (~e expanded to meetnew demands, while at the same time retaining the constancy necessary to
keep old data from becomi ng obsolete. In addi tion, it allows different
engineers to view the same data different ways to meet their own needs.

The net result can be reduced cost to the design agency, as data
classification systmns using this approach will stand the test of time
longer. Al so, improvement-in the ship design process can be expected
as the greater fl exibi lity of this approach will al low engineers to do
their jobs more effectively.



Introduction

This paper presents a method of data classification that combines
the teltures of several traditional methods, but does so In a new way.
Iha result Is a set of very desirable ano powerful features. However,
the technique Is cumbersome when carried out by hand , which perhaps
expla ins  why it was di scovered recently as part of a computer-aided
design research project, and not earlier.

Related to this fact Is another which is worth mentioning , namely -

computers are changing, and will continue to change, the way we do
aesign. This Is true not only oecause machines are fast, but also
because methods which worked well by hand do not always work well on
computers. Conversely, methods wel l  suited to computers are not always
convenient when carried out manually.

This Is one such method.
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General

The Classification List approach to data classification Is not a
single technique, but is composed of several closely interwoven techniques.
There fore, to understand the Classification List approach requires an¶ understandi ng of the several enti tles which are its consti tuent parts.
These Include:

1. Organizational Systems
2. Classification Lists
3. System Correlation Matrices
4. List Correlations
5. Related Classification Lists
6. Classification Attributes

Each of these enti ties will be described separately . First , however ,
we will di scuss why we bother with data classification at all.

_ 
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Why Classify?

The purpose of any data classification scheme is to answer questions
not easily answered otherwi se, the most conunon being - “what, where,
why, and what kind.”

“Wh at” data is this? Data classification schemes answer this
question by specifying a breakdown for design data. This divides a 

-

- -

large amount of data into a set of more easily managed pieces.

“Where” can this data be found? Careful construction of the
organi zational aspects of the classification scheme allow any piece of
data to be easily located when needed.

“Why ” is this data necessary? A data classification scheme can
give insight into why a piece of data Is present by specifying its
function , or operational contribution to the design.

“What kind” of data is this? Thi s question can be addressed by
having a classification scheme specify a data Item’ s “type,” or method of
operation wi thin the design.

Classification schemes are al so useful for answering questions
regarding data Interrelationships. This can be accomplished by providing
data subtotalling capability, and al so by use of various types of data
correlations.

Note that the above questions are not readily answered by use of
data values; the answers are qual itative rather than quanti tative In
nature. For exampl e, the weight of a data item is readily described by
a number such as 100 (lOU tons, kilograms, etc.). However , to say the
same data Item has a function of 100 is meaningless, unless it is given
meaning by a data classification scheme. If a given classification
scheme defi nes 100 as Hull Structure, then a “function value1’ of 100
becomes meaningful . Thus, data classification provides a vehicle by which
qual itative Info rmation may be described In a quanti tative manner.

On the other hand, It is general ly not efficient to use data classifi-
cation schemes to answer questions that are quanti tative in nature, as
these are more readily answered by data values.

4
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Orqanlzational Systems

One very common way of building a classification scheme is to use
a hierarchal , or “tree,” structure as the basic format. As appl ied in
the Classification List approach, hierarchal structures are composed of
the following three elements.

• 1. ID. Label - an alphanumeric string of characters that serves
as the name of the given line.

• 2. Description - a short (one line) definition of the given line.

3. Level Number - an integer value that defi nes the ranking of the
given line wi thin the hierarchal structure. Higher level numbers imply
greater level s of breakdown, i.e., fi ner branches of the tree. The first
line must have a Level Number of zero, I.e., the “trunk” of the tree.

Figures la and lb illustrate how these elements combine to form hierarchal
structures.

5
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FIgure la

Sample Hierarchal StructureNavy Ship Wo rk Breakdown Structure ( SWBS )
Group 3uu (partial )

I.D. 
LevelLabel Description Number

sys Shipboard Requirements U3uu Electri c Plant 1310 Electric Power Generation 2311 Ship Servi ce Generators~ 3 *312 Emergency Generators 3 *313 BatterIes 3 *314 Power Conversion Equip. 3 *340 Power Generation Support 2341 SSTG Lube Oil Sys. 3 *342 Diesel Support Sys. 3 *343 Turbine Support Sys. 3 *

* Lowest levels
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FIgure lb

Sample Hierarchal Structure
Bureau of Ships Consolidated Index (BSCI)

Group 3 (partial)

I.D. Level
• Label Description Number

SYS Shipboard Systems I)

• 3 Electric Plant I
300 ElectrIc Power Generation 2 *
301 Power DistributIon Switchboards 2 *
302 Power Distribution Sys. (Cable) 2 *

* Lowest level s - :

I’



All hierarchal struc tures may be broken into two parts - an i ndependent
part and a dependent part. The Level Numbers may be used to disti nguish
the two parts as follows:

If the Level Number of a given line is greater than or equal to
the Level Number of the next line , the given line belongs to the independent
part of the system. - -

The independent lines are referred to as “l owest level s” , whereas
the dependent lines are called “upper levels”. Data values for upper
level s are obtai ned by summi ng lowest level values. Therefore, data
values only need be obtained for the lowest levels to defi ne values
for the entire system. In summary, then, the lowest level s define the
basic definition of the scheme, while upper levels supply sub-totalling
capability and systematic organization via hierarcal structure. For this
reason, we shal l refer to hierarchal classification schemes as “Organ-
izational Systems.”

8
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Classification Lists

Another way of buildi ng a cl a s s i f i cati on scheme is to use a simpl e
list structure as the basic format. A list structure is defi ned by
specifying two types of elements.

1. I.D. Label - an alphanumeric stri ng of characters that serves as
the name of the given line.

2. Description - a short (one line) definition of the given line.
FIgures 2 and 4 illustrate how these elements combine to form list
structures.

1
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Figure  2

Sample List Structure
Requirements Classification List (REQ )

1.0.
Label Description

3u0A Ship Service Generators
300B Emergency Generators
300C Battery Charging Equip. 

•300D Power Conversion Equipment
300E SSTG Lube Oil System
300F Diesel Generator Support Sys.
300G Turbine Generator Support Sys.

10
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In many respects, a list structure is equivalent to the lowest
level s of an Organizational System listed both wi thout Level Numbers and
In any arbitrary order. All organizational and subtotalling character-
istics of the Organizational System have been stripped away , and only

- the basic definition of the classification scheme inherent in the lowest
-~ level s has been retained. This simpl e structure will be referred to as

- a “Classification Ll St.u Classificati on Lists are the heart of the —

- 
Classification List approach to data classification.

11



System Correlation Matrices

One problem frequently encountered in design is that different I -engineers need to structure and subtotal the same basic data different
ways. This frequently leads to a prol iferation of Organizational Systems(engineers seem to prefer hierarchal structures), each tailored to a• specific use , and all unreconcilable. Thus , data produced by one engineer
in his sys tem cannot readily be assimilated by other engineers into
their systems. Any attempt to create a common Organizational System
invariably leads to compromises which pl ease few and anger many.

The Classification List approach offers a wo rkable sol utIon to this
problem:

1. Instead of creating a common Organizational System, create a
common Classification List. This defines the classification breakdown
wi thout specifyi ng organizational or subtotalling characteristics.

2. Allow each engineer to create and use his own Organizational
System and System Correlation Matrix.

The key to this solution is the System Correlation Matrix , which
is simply a mapping between the common Classification List and the
various Organizational Systems. It consists of (N + 1) el ements , where
(N) is the number of Organizational Systems, as fol lows:

1.) Li st I.D. Label - the I.D. Label of the given line of the
— Cl assification List.

2. - N.) System 1.0. Label s - the 1.0. Labels of the corresponding
lines of each Organizational System.

Figure 3 illustrates a simpl e System Correlation Matrix composed
of three elements (two Organizational Systems).

12
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Figure ~

Sampl e
System Correlation Matrix

Classif. List (REQ) Sys. #1 ( SWBS ) Sys. #2 (BSCI)
1.D. Label 1.0. Label 1.0. Label

300A 311 300
3006 312 300
300C 313 302
3000 314 300
300E 341 3uU
300F 342 300
300G 343 300

13
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When building a System Correlation (one column of the Matrix),
the following rules must be adhered to:

Rule #1. Each List I.D. may map into one, but only one, System I.D.

Rule #2. Each System I.D. must map into one, and only one, List I.D.

Rule #3. System I.D.s may be either upper or lower level s of the System.

Rule #4. A List I.D. need not map into any System I.D.

Some of the implications of these rul es are as follows:

1. A System may address a subset of the total classification
breakdown of the List (Rule #4 ) .

2. A System may not contain less breakdow n than the subset of the
List which it addresses (Rule #2 ) .

3. A System may contain more breakdown than the List , but only if
the extra breakdown occurs below upper levels which themselves map
directly into the List (Rules #1 and #3 ) .

Notice that in Figure 3 System #2 violates Rule #2. This is an
example of an invalid System; data devel oped using System #2 cannot be
transfo rmed into either the Classification List or System # 1. However ,
data devel oped using System #1 (a valid system) may be transformed into
either the List or System #2. This demonstrates the reason for the
above rules. Al so, notice that System #2 is valid for subtotalling,
even though It is invalid for data development. In general , if a System
is to be used only for subtotalling , and not data development, Rule #2
may be waived.

Thus, it is indeed possible for engineers to use their classifi-
cation schemes and still be able to communicate. All that is required is a
common communication medium (a Classification List) and the discipl ine
to interface wi th it (Rules #1 to #4).

14
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List Correlations 
-

-~ System Correlation Matrices provide a mechanism for restructuring
a connon classifiCation breakdown. Frequently, however, it becomes
necessary to relate fundamentally different breakdowns, each represented
by a separate Classif icat ion List. For example, Figure 4 depicts a

- compa r~~ent-oriented List that is fundamentally different from the
har~~are-oriented List of Figure 2.

~1
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Flgure 4
Sample List Struc ture

Ship Space Classification List (SSCL)
,.

I ~La eI )escriptlon
3.21 Engine Room3.22 AuxIliar y Machinery Room3.41 Ship Service Generator Room3.42 Emergency Generator Room

— ~.51- Diesel Oil Tank3.52 JP-5 Tank
3.53 Lube Oil Tank3,bl Intake Trunk3.62 Exhaust Trunk

1’
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Such different Classification Lists may be related by creating a
List Correlation of two elements, as follows.

1 and 2). List 1.0, Labels - the 1.0. Labels of related lines of the
Classification Lists.

Figure 5 Is one possible List Correlation between the Lists of
Figures 2 and 4. In this ca se, hardware is being mapped into various

• compar bnents, an operation critical to many design tasks, such as arrange-
ments, weight and centers estimating, distributive system routing, and
vul nerability analysis.

17
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Sample Li st Correlat ion

List Correlation
I

)escrlption Label (REQ) Label (SSCL) Description

• •5 Generators 300A 3.41 S.S Generator Rm.
Liner. Generators 3008 3.42 Emer. Generator Rm.
Battery Charging 3UuC 3.22 Aux. Machy. Rm.
Power Conversion 3000 3.22 Aux. Machy. Rm.
SSTG 1.0. Sys. 300E 3.41 S.S. Generator Rm.
SSTG L.O. Sys. 300E 3.53 L.O. Tank
Diesel Gen Support 300F 3.42 Emer. Generator Rm.
Diesel Gen Support 300F 3.51 Diese l Oil Tank
DIesel Gen Support 300F 3.61 Intake Trunk
Diesel Gen Support 300F 3.62 Exhaust Trunk
Turbine Gen Support 300G 3.41 S.S. Generator Rm.
Turbine Gen Support 300G 3.52 1.JP-5 Tank
Turbine Gen Support 3OUG 3.61 Intake Trunk

~j~irbine Gen Support 300G 3.b2 Exhaust Trunk
—V.- -v~Classification List Classification List

for Hardware (REQ) for Compar~nents (SSCL)

18



There is no theoretical restriction on buildi ng a List Correlation;
I.D. Labels of one List may be mapped Into as few or as many Label s of
the other List as desired. In practice, however , restrictions or conventions
may be established commensurate wi th the nature of the specific problem
being addressed.

Related Classification Lists

One important aspect of design that infl uences the construction of
Classification Lists Is level of detail. In early design stages, the
level of detail is gross, and corresponding Classification Lists wi ll
have relatively few lines. In later design stages, the level of detail
becomes finer, and Classifiction Lists must grow in size to accommodate
the additional classification breakdown. Thus, different ClassifIcation
Lists are needed for different design stages. However, these different
Lists must be coordi nated such that later stage data can be mappea
directly into earlier stage Lists for purposes such as monitoring space
and weight growth. Similarly , data in one design stage must be capable
of initiating the next design stage, i.e., the Classificati on Lists must
be capable of “passing the design along.” To meet these requi rements,
Related Classification Lists can be used.

L;ke System Correlation Matrices, Related Classificti on Lists
relate data that is fundamentally the same, but use List Correl ations
to do so. Al so, in this case, a set of Rul es must be foflowed when
c reati ng the List Correlations.

Rule #1. Each List I.D. of the later stage system must ma: into
one, and only one, early stage List I.D.

Rule #2 . Each early stage List I.D. must map into one or more
later stage List I.D.s.

These rules Imply that a later stage Classification List must be
created di rectly from an earlier stage List by further breaking down
indIvidual lines of the early stage List (Rule #2). Lines resulting
from the further breakdown may not be recombined wi th one another (Rul e #1).

• There are no restrict ions on Organizat ional Systems assoc iated with
Rel ated Cla ssification Lists beyond the Rules relating to System Correla-
tion Matrices; each List may have its own unique set of Organizational
Systems . Therefore, early stage and later stage engineers may organize
the design data di fferently to suit their own needs .

Figure 6 illustrates Rel ated Classification Lists for both an
earl ier and a later design stage than the List of Figure 2.

19
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FIgur e 6
Related Classification Lists

Later Stage See Figure 2 for Earlier StageClassif ication List Classi rication List Classification List—) I
I.D. 1.0. 1.0.
Label Label LabelDescription (REQ +) (REQ ) (REQ -) Description

SSTG Generators 300A1 3IJUA 3001 Ship Serv. Power Gener.S.S. Diesel Generators 300A2
S.S. Gas Turbine Gen. 301JA3
AC-DC Rectifiers 30001 300060-400 Hz Freq Convert. 3U002
Diesel Emer. Generators 30081 3008 3002 Emer. Power Gener.Gas Turb Emer. Gener. 30082
Battery Charging 300C1 300C 3U03 Power Gener. SupportSSTG 1.0. Sys. 300E1 300EDiesel Gen. Fuel Sys. 300F1
Diesel Gen. L.O. Sys. 300F2
Gas Turb. Fuel Sys. 300G1 300GGas Turb. 1.0. Sys.

L i st Correl a tions

20
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Classification Attributes

Thus far, methods have been presented for answering both the “What”,
or specification of breakdown , question (i.e., use Classification Lists)
and al so the uWhere~ a or specification of organization , question (i.e.,
use Organizational Systems). In addi tion, methods of inter-relating
data using both subtotalling (via Organizational Systems) and correlations
(System Correlation Matrices , List Correlations, and Related Classification
Lists) have been presented. However, two questions still remain unanswered -
“Why ” or speci fication of function , and “What Kind ,” or specification of
type. Both of these questions are di rectly addressed by the breakdown
i nherent in a Classification List. The answers a Classification List Is
capable of providing to the “Why” and “What Kind ” question are called
the Classification Attributes of the List.

Classification Attributes are extremely important because they form
the building blocks from which a Classification List is built. There
are two basic kinds of Classification Attributes: Function Attributes ,
which address the “W hy ” question , and Type Attributes , which address the
“What Ki nd” question. A Classification List may be built from Function
Attributes , or Type Attributes, or both.

Function Attributes attempt to explain why something is needed,
usual ly by specifyi ng its operational contribution to the design. Al so,
Function Attributes tend to be insensitive to time and technological
change , so a Classification List built largely from Function Attributes
could be used for a long period of time wi th relatively few modifications.

Figure 7 gives an example of Function Attributes.

21
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Figure 7

Function Classification Attributes

Function

1.0. - -

Character Name Definition

£ Power Generation Generation and control of
power required for the opera-
tion of onboard equipment
and machinery

P Propulsion Generation and harnessing of
power requi red for l ocomotion
of the ship

Sub-Function

I.D.
- - Character Name Definition

0 Operation Performance of the primary
tasks or duties invo~~ed incarrying out the given Function

S Support Generation and/or control of
factors required for the
proper performance of the given

- : function

22
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Type Attributes are used to specify qualities that are important to
the design. Frequently, this takes the form of specifying method of
operation, or the various ways of achieving a function. Consequently,
Type Attributes frequently act as modifiers to Function Attributes , but
unl ike Function Attributes, Type Attributes tend to be time and technology
dependent. Thus, a Classification List built largely from Type Attributes
will probably require frequent modification to remain current.

Figure 8 shows some sample Type Attributes.

23
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Fig ure 8

Type Classification Attributes

Operating Condition

1.D.
Character Definition - -

S Ship Service Equipment used to carry out
a given Function under normal
operating condi tions.

E Emergency Equipment used to carry out
a given Function when the Ship
Service equipment is damaged
or otherwise unavailable.

Type of Pr ime Mover
I. D.
Charac ter 

____ ilefinitlon

S Steam Turbine Steam turbines and their
Associated boilers that provide
the primary source of power
for carrying out a given
Function.

0 Diesel Diesel internal combustion
engines that provide the
primary source of powe r for
carrying out a given Function.

G Gas Turbine Gas turbine engines that
provide the primary source of
power for carrying out a given
Function.

24
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Figure 8 (Conti nued)

Type of Support System

I.D.
Character Name Definition

F Fuel Systems for storing, treati ng,
and transporting the reactant —

agent for prime movers that
harness chemical energy

A Air Systems for storing, treating ,
and transporting the oxidizi ng
agent for prime movers that
harness chemical energy

1 Lube Oil Systems for storing, treating,
and transporting lubricants
for prime movers. Does not
include systems dedicated to
the lubrication of prime mover
support systems (goes with
support system)

p

S

25
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The first step in buildi ng a Classification List Is to determine
the Class i f ica tion Attributes , which consists of defining the followi ng
three elements.

1. 1.0. Character - a one character identifier representing the
given Attribute.

2. Name - a one or two word description of the Attribute.

3. Definition - an explicit , unambiguous explanation that serves
as the “rulebook” for determining whether the Attribute applies to a
given piece of data.

Figures 7 and 8 also give examples of this structure.

The second step in building a Classification List is to combine the
Classif ication Attributes to form the List. Al though the Attributes
could theoretically be combined In many ways, in prac tice , the person
defining the Attributes will usual ly have done so wi th an eye toward how
they will combine to form the List, so this step will probably be relatively
straightforward.

Figure 9 shows one way of combining the Classification Attributes
of Figures 7 and 8 into a Classification List.

I

I

• 
II

’

.
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) 
1

)
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Figure 9

Classification List
built from

Classification Attributes

Requi rements Classification List , Structured (REQ-S)

ho.
Label Description

EOSS Ship Service Power Turbor-Generators
EOSD Ship Serv ice Power Di esel Generators
EOSG Ship Service Power Gas Turbine Generators
EOES Emergency Power Turbo-Generators
EOED Emergency Power Diesel Generators
EOEG Emergency Power Gas Turbine Generators
ESSSF S.S. Turbo-Generators Fuel Sys.
ESSSA S.S. Turbo-Generators Air Sys.
ESSSL S.S. Turbo-Generator Lube Oil Sys.
ESSDF S.S. Diesel Generator Fuel Sys.
ESSDA S.S. Diesel Generator Air Sys.
ESSDL S.S. Diesel Generator Lube Oil Sys.
ESSGF S.S. Gas Turbine Fuel Sys.
ESSGA S.S. Gas Turbine Air Sys.
ESSGL S.S. Gas Turbine Lube Oil Sys.
ESESF Emergency Turbo-Generator Fuel Sys.
ESESA Emergency Turbo-Generator Air Sys.
ESESL Emergency Turbo—Generator Lube Oil Sys.
ESEDF Emergency Diesel Generator Fuel Sys.
ESEDA Emergency Diesel Generator Air Sys.
ESEDL Emergency Diesel Generator Lube Oil Sys.
ESEGF Emergency Gas Turbine Generator Fuel Sys.
ESEGA Emergency Gas Turbine Generator Air Sys.
ESEGL Emergency Gas Turbine Lube Oil Sys.

9
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Notice that the Classification List of Figure 9 answers all of the
questions hinted at in the List of Figure 2. Figure 9 is much more
complete and comprehensive than Figure 2, however , because It was
developed from sets of Classification Attributes, eac h set completely

— addressing one type of question. Thus, Classification Attributes pro-
vide a structured, rational method for building a Classification List
based on the questions it must answer. In addition , the Classification
Attributes provide the definition of the Classification List via the
Attribute “Definition” element; definitions need not be written for each
line of the List i tself. Modification of the List also becomes easier
by use of the Attributes. If new questions need to be answered, one
simply creates a new set of Classification Attributes, and combi nes
these with the existing List to form a new List. The new and old Lists
will be Rel ated Classification Lists , and data in the new List will be
directly mappable into the Old List. Al so, data in the old List can be
mapped into the new List if the data can be further broken down according
to the new set of Attributes, Expansions to existing sets of Attributes,
such as to update Type Attributes to reflect new technology , can be
handled the same way.

The followi ng summarizes the major points regarding the use of
Classification Attributes.

1. Attributes should be chosen to answer questions Involving
function, type, or other issues of a qual i tative nature.

2. Attributes should not address Issues of a quanti tative nature,
such as size , loca tion, strength, magni tude, direction , etc.

3. Only Attributes which are important to the design should be
chosen.

4. AttrIbutes may be used to modify other Attributes. “I.D.
Characters ” of modifying Attributes are combined to form Cl assification
List “I.D. Labels.” “Names” of modifying Attributes are combined to
form Classification List “Descriptions.” The definition of a line in a
Classification List is provided by the “Definitions” of Its constituent
Classification Attributes.

5. Function Attributes should not be used to modify Type Attributes.
All other modi fication possibilities are acceptable, e.g., Function
modifyi ng Function , Typ. modifyi ng Type, Type modifying Function.

6. A new Classification List formed by expanding existi ng Attributes ,
or adding new sets of Attributes , to an existing List forms a Related
Classification List wi th the existi ng one.
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Real Worl d Application

The following is an exampl e of a recent application of the Classi-
fication List approach to solve a real world problem.

Several years ago, the Navy changed from the Bureau of Ships Con-
sol idated Index (BSCI) classification system to the Ship Work Breakdown
System (SWBS). As a resul t, it became necessary to convert much weight

• data collected and organized by BSCI to the new SWBS system.

This conversion process coul d be broken into three separate cases.
The simplest case involved mapping a BSCI weight directly to a corresponding
SWBS category.

Ca se 1: BSCI XXX V SW BS AAA

In other cases , several BSCI weights needed to be added to form a —

corresponding SWBS weight.

Case 2: BSCI XXX
BSCI YYY SWBS AAA
BSC I ZZZ

In most cases , however, 
~~~~~~~ 

of severa l BSCI we ights needea to be added
to form a SWBS weight.

Case 3: BSCI XXX1
BSCI XXX BSCI XXX 2 SWBS AM
BSCI YYY BSCI YYY 1

BSCI YYY2

Because most SWBS groups were formed as per Case 3, convertIng
weight from BSCI to SWBS was a complex, confusing, and time-consuming
task worthy of the time of the most experienced Navy weight engineers.
In addi tion, SWBS weights could not be mapped back to BSCI wi thout a
simi l ar effort, making it impractical to compare new SWBS weights
against old but well-established BSCI data and algori timis when and if
the need arose. Navy weight engineers were faced wi th a formidable
problem.

A solution emerged in the form of the Classification List approach.
p

BSCI and SWBS were Organizational Systems of a similar nature (both
classi fied hardware and requirements by function and type.) Two such
Organizational Systems may be related by a System Correlation Matrix of
three el ements:

Element 1 - Classification LIst 1.0. Label
Element 2 - SWBS 1.0. Label
Element 3 - BSCI 1.D. Label
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Two of these three elements, i.e., BSCI and SWBS Labels, were al ready
defined. Thus the Classification List was the only missing element.

The required Classification List was formed as follows:

- : 1. All BSCI Lowest Level 1.0. Labels were listed.

2. Each 1.0. Label in the list was identi fied as belonging
to Cases 1 , 2, or 3.

3. All 1.0. Labels identified as case 1 or 2 were retained
— as is.

4. All 1.0. Label s identified as Case 3 were broken into the
parts necessary to map into SWBS. These parts were added
to the l ist, and the original 1.0. Label s from which they
were derived were discarded.

With the Classification List thus formed, the System Correlation Matrix
was easily developed.

This Classification List and System Correlation Matrix provided the
following new capabilities.

1. Weights classified using the Classification List coul d
be readily summarized by both BSCI and SWBS via the
Correlation Matrix.

2. The Classification List served as explicit documentation
of the BSCI to SWBS conversion process, wi th the fol lowing
effects.

a. The probability of error in the conversion process
was reduced.

b. The conversion task became easier to contract out.

c. The cost of conversion was reduced.

3. Weights classified using the Classification List became
relatively insulated from periodic changes made to SWBS.
Many such changes were handled by simply changing the
SWBS Correlation Matrix , with few or no modifications

- 
- needed i n the library of weight data al ready converted

to Classific ation List format.

A further point worth mentioning is that this real worl d problem
was solved using only three of the six parts of the ful l Classification
List approach: -
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I
1. Organizational Systems
2. Classification Lists
3. System Correlation Matrices

Li st Correlations, Rel ated Classification Li sts, and Classification
Attributes were not invoked In this particul ar case. Thus, the
Classification List approach provides engineers and designers wi th a
workshop of half a dozen tools, any or all of which may be used to build
a solution to data classificati on problems.
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Conclusion

This paper has described Classification Lists - how to build them,
relate them, and organize and subtotal them different ways. But, because
of the versatile and dynamic nature of the Lists, this paper does not
claim to have touched on all their possibilities. If you have a data
Classification problem that is not addressed by this paper, it is still
extremely probable that the Classification List approach can provide the
answer - either by inventing a new kind of correlation or, perhaps, by
some other mechanism or relationship not even envisioned as of this
writing. The possibilities are limi ted only by one ’ s imagination.
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